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I like the game but good lord can I get a sprint button? Can I do something besides dodging the soldiers or whatever im fighting
attack? If you make a mistake you spend another thirty seconds resolving a puzzle just to try again. So boring.. I like the game
but good lord can I get a sprint button? Can I do something besides dodging the soldiers or whatever im fighting attack? If you
make a mistake you spend another thirty seconds resolving a puzzle just to try again. So boring.. Very enjoyable twist on a
puzzle platformer. Whimsical comics with gorey-kills and doesn't hold back. Manifest items and changes in the world through
activating words that no only help you, but tell you the story as you go along. I beat the game, and found it to be a very enjoyable
experience (I bought during a sale). I'm not a person who likes puzzles, finding myself getting frustrated and giving up
prematurely. This one while I did put the game down when I felt I couldn't get through a puzzle, opening it up with a fresh mind
to try again always led to success - and it appears from the achievements there are multiple ways to solve some of the puzzles. I
found the story to be gripping, with sufficient twists that was unforseen. while it would have been nice to see him become king,
or to see the other guy who helped you become king, at the end, since you grab the crown, that would've been nice Great play,
worth your time.. I like the game but good lord can I get a sprint button? Can I do something besides dodging the soldiers or
whatever im fighting attack? If you make a mistake you spend another thirty seconds resolving a puzzle just to try again. So
boring.. Very enjoyable twist on a puzzle platformer. Whimsical comics with gorey-kills and doesn't hold back. Manifest items
and changes in the world through activating words that no only help you, but tell you the story as you go along. I beat the game,
and found it to be a very enjoyable experience (I bought during a sale). I'm not a person who likes puzzles, finding myself
getting frustrated and giving up prematurely. This one while I did put the game down when I felt I couldn't get through a puzzle,
opening it up with a fresh mind to try again always led to success - and it appears from the achievements there are multiple ways
to solve some of the puzzles. I found the story to be gripping, with sufficient twists that was unforseen. while it would have been
nice to see him become king, or to see the other guy who helped you become king, at the end, since you grab the crown, that
would've been nice Great play, worth your time.. Starts strong, but never develops anything past the first few levels and straight
up degenerates into a poor action game in the last few. Which I wouldn't mind if the game had something else going for it, but
the story is basic and the artstyle is pointlessly detailed with gore, yet primitive in regards to everything else.
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